How about a nice talk with our experts.

Trends come and go. You need a strategy!

Diversified Ecosystem: General Statistics

The diversified ecosystem is driving value along three tracks.

1. 2020-2025, the cloud telecommunication market will grow at a CAGR of 17.15 billion in 2019 according to researchers, the cloud telecommunication industry was valued at USD 42.8 billion in 2019.

2. Advantages of the cloud for telecom providers, such as AI in the telecom industry will bring an added value to the existing network. It will help juggle daily schedules, home life, and work.

3. Internet of Things

IoT in Telecom Industry: General Statistics

According to GSMA, Internet of Things (IoT) will generate estimated US$1.8 trillion revenue by 2026.

AI in the Telecom Industry: General Statistics

Global AI spend in the telecom industry is expected to increase by unlocking competitive agility. As per Gartner's report, once.

5G Networks

5G will be up to 10X Faster Than Current 4G Technology

The 5G generation network will provide -

- Greater speed to move more data
- Decreases latency for shorter load times
- Increases the ability to connect more devices at once.
- Preventive maintenance
- Network optimization
- Virtual assistants powered by AI

AI is transforming the telecom industry in the following areas

- Network optimization
- Preventive maintenance
- Virtual assistants powered by AI
- Fraud detection and intrusion prevention (AFP)

Cloud Computing

Advantages of the cloud for telecom providers,

- IT independency
- Reduces operational cost
- Enhances data efficiency
- Build scalable and managed services
- Generates more revenue

According to recent research, the cloud telecommunication industry was valued at USD 37.3 billion in 2019 and valued at USD 70.7 billion in 2023. In the given period of 2019-2025, the cloud telecommunication market will grow at CAGR of 23.8%.

Diversified Ecosystem

Advantages of a diversified ecosystem in the telecom industry

- Creating new sources of revenue
- Replatforming cost structure
- Enhancing technology adoption speed
- Building scalable and managed services
- Generating more revenue

According to a recent Accenture report, ecosystems will unlock $100 trillion in value by 2035. By 2020, more and more CSPs are getting with the program, recognizing the value of ecosystem intelligence in the telecommunications industry.

Artificial Intelligence
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